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ABSTRACT:
The detection and pose estimation of vehicles plays an important role for automated and autonomous moving objects e.g. in autonomous
driving environments. We tackle that problem on the basis of street level stereo images, obtained from a moving vehicle. Processing
every stereo pair individually, our approach is divided into two subsequent steps: the vehicle detection and the modelling step. For
the detection, we make use of the 3D stereo information and incorporate geometric assumptions on vehicle inherent properties in a
firstly applied generic 3D object detection. By combining our generic detection approach with a state of the art vehicle detector, we
are able to achieve satisfying detection results with values for completeness and correctness up to more than 86%. By fitting an object
specific vehicle model into the vehicle detections, we are able to reconstruct the vehicles in 3D and to derive pose estimations as well
as shape parameters for each vehicle. To deal with the intra-class variability of vehicles, we make use of a deformable 3D active shape
model learned from 3D CAD vehicle data in our model fitting approach. While we achieve encouraging values up to 67.2% for correct
position estimations, we are facing larger problems concerning the orientation estimation. The evaluation is done by using the object
detection and orientation estimation benchmark of the KITTI dataset (Geiger et al., 2012).

1. INTRODUCTION
Automated and autonomous moving objects, such as self-driving
cars, usually have to deal with highly dynamic environments.
In these dynamic scenes, individually moving objects and traffic participants such as other vehicles are challenges for the autonomous navigation. To ensure save navigation and to enable the
interaction with other moving objects, a 3D scene reconstruction
and especially the identification and reconstruction of the other
moving objects are fundamental tasks. Concentrating on real
world street surroundings, in which the most dominating moving objects are other cars, this leads to a complex vehicle recognition problem and to the need of techniques for precise 3D object reconstruction to derive the poses of other vehicles relative
to the own position. We tackle this problem on the basis of stereo
images acquired by vehicle mounted stereo cameras. Like laserscanners, stereo cameras deliver dense 3D point clouds but they
are less expensive and also provide colour information in addition
to the 3D information.
In this paper, we propose a method to detect vehicles from street
level stereo images and further to reconstruct the detected vehicles in 3D. We make use of the 3D vehicle reconstructions to
reason about the relative vehicle poses, i.e. the position and rotation of the vehicles with respect to the observing vehicle. For
3D vehicle detection, we combine a generic 3D object detector
with a state-of-the-art image vehicle detector. We incorporate
simple heuristics concerning the geometric properties of vehicles
in street scenes into the detection step, strongly exploiting the 3D
information derived from stereo images. To reconstruct the vehicles in 3D, we apply a model-based approach making use of a
deformable 3D vehicle model which is learned from CAD models of vehicles. We formulate an energy minimisation problem
and apply an iterative particle based approach to fit one model

to each detected vehicle, thus determining the vehicle’s optimal
pose and shape parameters.
This paper is organised as follows: In Sec. 2, a brief summary of
related work is given. A description of our approach is presented
in Sec. 3, followed by an evaluation of the results achieved by
our approach on a benchmark dataset in Sec. 4. In Sec. 5, we
provide a conclusion and an outlook on future work.
2. RELATED WORK
The goal of this paper is to detect and reconstruct vehicles from
images and to determine the vehicle poses by making use of a
deformable 3D vehicle model. In this section, a brief overview
of related work for vehicle detection, pose estimation and vehicle
modelling will be provided.
The image based detection of vehicles is a challenging problem due to large variations in their visual appearance: Circumstances such as lighting effects, changing camera viewpoints and
the huge intra-class variability of vehicles affect the detection
performance. To cope with these problems, viewpoint-specific
detectors, (Payet and Todorovic 2011, Ozuysal et al. 2009, Villamizar et al. 2011) and/or part-based approaches (Felzenszwalb
et al. 2010, Leibe et al. 2006) are trained and applied. Payet
and Todorovic (2011) detect vehicles based on image contours,
whereas Ozuysal et al. (2009) and Villamizar et al. (2011) use
histogram-based features for the object detection. All three approaches also deliver an estimation of the orientation of the vehicles. However, viewpoint-specific detectors usually have to be
trained using a large number of training examples under different
viewpoints. Typically, the viewpoints are divided into a discrete
number of pose-bins and a classifier is trained for each bin so that
a compromise between the detector complexity and the level of
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detail of the pose estimation is achieved. Part based approaches
divide the objects into several distinctive parts and learn a detector for each part. Usually a global model which defines the
topology of the individual parts is then applied for the detection
of the entire object. For instance Leibe et al. (2006) use training images to extract image patches by using an interest point
detector and cluster similar patches as entries in a so called codebook. During recognition, they also extract image patches and
match them to the codebook entries to detect and segment objects
such as vehicles. In this approach, training images from different
viewpoints are also required to generate the codebook. Another
frequently used object detector, which has been shown to deliver
good results in detecting vehicles, is the Deformable Part Model
(DPM) (Felzenszwalb et al., 2010). Here, objects are detected on
the basis of histogram of oriented gradients (HOG) features, by
applying a star-structured model consisting of a root filter plus a
set of part filter and associated deformation models. The DPM is
able to achieve a high value for completeness but has to deal with
a large number of false detections. All the methods mentioned
so far are solely 2D appearance based and typically only deliver
2D bounding boxes and coarse viewpoint estimations as output.
We aim to obtain vehicle detections as well as pose estimations,
including the vehicle positions, in 3D space.
A step towards capturing 3D object information from images is
done by approaches which consider prior 3D object knowledge
internally in their detector. To that end, the increasing amount
of freely available CAD data is exploited. For instance, Liebelt
and Schmid (2010) use 3D CAD data to learn a volumetric model
and combine it with 2D appearance models to perform an approximate 3D pose estimation using the encoded 3D geometry. Pepik
et al. (2012) adapt the DPM of Felzenszwalb et al. (2010). They
add 3D information from CAD models to the deformable parts
and incorporate 3D constraints to enforce part correspondences.
Thomas et al. (2007) enrich the Implicit Shape Model (ISM) of
Leibe et al. (2006) by adding depth information from training
images to the ISM and transfer the 3D information to the test images. Incorporating underlying 3D information into the detection
step allows the estimation of coarse 3D pose information. Still,
the mentioned approaches only use the 3D information implicitly
by transferring the learned 3D information to the images.
Osep et al. (2016), Chen et al. (2015) and Han et al. (2006) exploit 3D information obtained from stereo images explicitly for
the vehicle object detection. Introducing some prior information
about 3D vehicle specific properties, the latter use stereo cues
for the generation of potential target locations in the depth map
and incorporate them into their HOG based detection approach.
Still, their result are 2D image bounding boxes of detected vehicles, whereas Osep et al. (2016) use stereo images to estimate the
ground plane and detect objects in street scenes as clusters on an
estimated ground plane density map. Their method delivers 3D
bounding boxes of the detected objects. However, their approach
is designed for the detection and tracking of generic objects and
they do not reason about the object classes. For the generation of
3D vehicle proposals in the form of 3D bounding boxes, Chen et
al. (2015) exploit stereo imagery and use the ground plane, depth
features, point cloud densities and distances to the ground for
the vehicle detection. However, bounding box alone, fitted to a
subset of 3D object points, does not implicitly allow the position
and orientation estimation of the vehicle. To achieve more precise vehicle pose estimations and also in order to classify or even
identify different vehicles, the mere bounding boxes of detected
vehicles are not sufficient. More fine grained approaches are required. In terms of precise object reconstruction, Active Shape

Models (ASM), firstly introduced by Cootes et al. (2000), are frequently applied for vehicle modelling, as they are able to cover
object deformations due to the intra-class variability of vehicles.
For instance, Xiao et al. (2016) use a classification technique to
detect and segment street scene objects based on mobile laserscanning data. They fit vehicle models using a 3D ASM to the
detected objects. Furthermore, they apply a supervised learning
procedure using geometric features to differentiate vehicle from
non-vehicle objects. To that end, they also derive geometric features from the fitted models and apply them to their vehicle classification approach. However, this means they have to fit their
vehicle model to a large amount of non-vehicle objects, which
is computationally very time-consuming. Work on fine-grained
vehicle modelling has been done by Zia et al. (2011), Zia et al.
(2013) and Zia et al. (2015). The authors incorporate a 3D ASM
vehicle model into their detection approach and use the model
also to derive precise pose estimates. However, the results of
Zia et al. (2013) show that their approach heavily depends on
very good pose initialisations. A 3D ASM is also used by Menze
et al. (2015) to be fitted to detections of vehicles obtained from
stereo image pairs and object scene flow estimations. However,
using scene flow for object detection is computationally time consuming. By using a Truncated signed Distance Function (TSDF),
(Engelmann et al., 2016) apply a different 3D vehicle representation to capture the variety of vehicle category deformations and
to model 3D vehicle detections from stereo images delivered by
the approach of Chen et al. (2015). Compared to ASM, a TSDF
is more complex and its level of detail depends on the applied
voxel-grid-size.
In this paper we make the following contributions. In a first step,
we detect 3D vehicle objects from stereo images. To avoid the
need of viewpoint-specific detectors we apply a generic 3D object detector by adapting the approach of Osep et al. (2016) and
additionally incorporating proper vehicle object assumptions into
the detection procedure. To reduce the number of false alarm detections we use the DPM (Felzenszwalb et al., 2010) for vehicle
hypothesis verification. In a second step we aim to reconstruct the
vehicles in 3D by fitting a deformable 3D vehicle model into the
detections, similar to Xiao et al. (2016). Using a deformable 3D
model allows to deal with the intra-class variability of vehicles
and affords invariance to viewpoint. Instead of being restricted
to a discrete number of viewpoint-bins, the 3D reconstruction allows the derivation of more fine-grained pose estimations. Besides, we apply an iterative model-particle fitting technique that
allows to deal with very coarse pose initialisations of the vehicle detections. In contrast to Xiao et al. (2016), we do not estimate three translation parameters for the translation of the vehicle
model during the fitting procedure. Instead, we detect the ground
plane and force the vehicle model to stay on that plane, thus reducing the translation parameters that have to be estimated to two
dimensions.
3. METHOD
Our aim is to detect vehicles from stereo images acquired from a
moving vehicle at street level. We want to fit a 3D vehicle model
to each detected vehicle to deduce the vehicle’s position and orientation relative to the camera position. Currently, the stereo image pairs are processed individually. We define the left stereo
partner to be the reference image and conduct dense matching to
make use of 3D information in the subsequent steps. A dense
disparity map is calculated for every stereo image pair using the
Efficient Large-Scale Stereo Matching (ELAS) method (Geiger
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et al., 2011). The disparity images are used to reconstruct a 3D
point cloud in the 3D model coordinate system for every pixel of
the reference image via triangulation. The origin of the model coordinate system is defined in the projection center of the left camera and its axis are aligned with the camera coordinate system. As
the accuracy σZ of the depth values Z of the 3D points decreases
with increasing distance to the camera, we discard points further
away from the stereo camera than a threshold δd . This threshold
is determined on the basis of a user-defined maximum allowable
threshold for the depth precision δσZ . The dense disparity map
and the 3D point cloud serve as the basis for further processing.
The whole framework is depicted in Fig. 1. After 3D reconstruction, the proposed procedure is divided into two main parts:
The detection step, which delivers 3D vehicle detections and the
modelling step, in which a vehicle model is fitted to the detected
objects. In the detection step we make use of both, the 3D data
as well as the image data by fusing a generic 3D object detector
with an object specific vehicle detector to obtain reliable vehicle
detections. In the modelling step we try to fit a 3D deformable
vehicle model to each of the vehicle detections. The different
steps are explained in more detail in the subsequent sections.
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Figure 1. High-level overview of our framework.

3.1

Problem statement

Let each scene be described by a ground plane Ω ∈ R3 and a
set of vehicle objects O that are visible in the respective stereo
image pair. Each vehicle object ok ∈ O is represented by its
state vector (xk , tk , θk , γk ). xk is the set of reconstructed 3D
object points belonging to the vehicle, i.e. lying on the visible
surface of the vehicle. tk and θk determine the pose of the vehicle, with the position tk represented by 2D coordinates on the
ground plane, whereas θk is the rotation angle about the axis vertical to the ground plane (heading). γk are shape parameters determining the shape of a 3D deformable vehicle model associated
to each object. In this context, we use a 3D active shape model
(ASM) (Zia et al., 2013). More details on the vehicle model and
the shape parameters can be found in Sec. 3.3.
Given the left and right stereo images, the derived disparity image and the reconstructed point cloud, the goal of our proposed
method is to detect all visible vehicles and to determine the state
parameters listed above for each of the detected vehicles.

3.2

Detection of vehicles

The goal of this step is to detect all visible vehicles ok in the
stereo image pair by finding their corresponding 3D object points
xk and initial values for the pose parameters 0 tk and 0 θk . By
using street level stereo images obtained from a moving vehicle,
a set of plausible assumptions can be made and incorporated into
the vehicle detection procedure. The stereo camera is mounted
on the car at a fixed height above ground and the car moves on
a planar street surface, acquiring the stereo image sequence in an
approximately horizontal viewing direction. Besides, we build
our method on the following assumptions for vehicles:
i) Vehicles are located on the street, i.e. on the ground plane
ii) Vehicles are surrounded by free space
iii) Vehicles have a maximum height hmax
iv) Vehicles have a minimum and a maximum area that they
cover on the ground
Taking into account these assumptions, the detection framework
is divided into the following steps: We use the disparity and 3D
information to detect and extract the 3D ground plane. Subsequently we detect generic 3D objects as clusters of projected 3D
points on that ground plane and use them to generate vehicle hypothesis. To verify the vehicle hypothesis, we additionally apply
a state-of-the-art vehicle detector to the reference stereo image.
The different processing steps are explained in more detail in the
following paragraphs.
3.2.1 Ground plane extraction: Working with street level
stereo images, the ground plane can be extracted in the so called
v-disparity image (Zhu et al., 2013), which is a row-wise disparity histogram: Given the disparity map, the v-disparity image
is obtained by accumulating the pixels with the same disparity
that occur on the respective image line. In the v-disparity image, the ground plane is represented by a straight line. As street
level stereo images typically contain a lot of pixels belonging to
the ground, the ground correlation line in the v-disparity image
results in large histogram entries. We detect that ground correlation line by applying RANSAC to determine the line parameters
of the Hesse normal form. All pixels in the v-disparity image that
contribute to the ground correlation line can be backprojected to
the disparity image so that the image regions showing the ground
plane can be identified. The 3D points reconstructed from the
pixel disparities belonging to the ground plane region are used to
determine a 3D ground plane in the model coordinate system as
the best fitting plane Ω:
Ω : ax + by + cz + d = 0,

(1)

where v = [a b c]T with ||v|| = 1 is the normal vector and d is
the offset of the plane.
3.2.2 Generic 3D object detection: Making use of the obtained ground plane and the assumptions i) and iii), we extract
a region of interest in the disparity image by rejecting all pixels
whose corresponding 3D points belong to the ground plane or
have a height above ground larger than a defined maximum vehicle height hmax . The height of a point is defined as the point’s
distance from the detected ground plane. Inspired by Osep et al.
(2016) we subsequently project all 3D points corresponding to
the pixels inside the region of interest to the ground plane Ω and
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compute a density map of the 3D points. To this end, we define
a grid with a cell width wgrid in the ground plane. Each grid cell
then contains a scalar value representing the number of points
falling into that cell. In each cell, we also store a list of associated 3D points and 2D pixel indices. Following assumption ii),
each vehicle corresponds to a cluster of projected 3D points in
the ground plane density map (see Fig. 2). We apply Quick-Shift
Clustering (Vedaldi and Soatto, 2008) as a mode seeking technique to identify the different clusters. An object hypothesis is
represented by a set of cells that converged to the same cluster
mode and is composed of the set of 3D points xk associated to
the respective cluster cells. The stored set of image pixel indices
is used to derive a 2D bounding box BBkimg for each object in
image space.
As our object detection technique delivers generic object proposals, the list of detected objects will still contain non-vehicle objects, such as persons, poles, or street furniture. According to
assumption iv), vehicles also have a certain minimum and maximum area. Thus, we define a minimum and maximum threshold
Amin and Amax as lower and upper boundaries for a valid size of
the 2D bounding box on the ground plane and discard object proposals that fall below Amin or exceed Amax to reject presumed
non-vehicle objects. The result is a set of vehicle object hypotheses which will be introduced to a subsequent verification step as
described in Sec. 3.2.3.
Ground plane (green) and
Region of interest (red)

from our 3D vehicle detection technique. We compute the Jaccard Index J(BBkimg , BBlDP M ), which equals the intersection
over union index, for the bounding boxes BBkimg and the DPM
bounding boxes BBlDP M . We only keep detections that are supported by a DPM detection, i.e. we keep a vehicle hypothesis
only if there is a DPM detection with J(BBkimg , BBlDP M ) > τ
and discard all other object hypotheses. τ is a threshold which
has to be defined by the user. Additional to the rejection of nonvehicle object detections, we use the DPM bounding boxes to
merge multiple detections from the generic object detector when
their BBkimg bounding boxes have a Jaccard Index > τ for the
same BBlDP M bounding box.
The remaining final vehicle detections are used as initial objects
0
ok = (xk , 0 tk , 0 θk , 0 γk ) in the model fitting step. We determine the ground plane bounding boxes BBkGP for each vehicle
as the rectangle of the minimum area enclosing the object points
xk projected on the ground plane. We make use of BBkGP to initialize the pose parameters 0 tk and 0 θk : We define 0 tk as the 2D
position of the bounding box center on the ground plane and 0 θk
as the direction of the semi-major axis of the bounding box. The
shape parameter vectors 0 γk are initialised as zero vectors 0T .
As described in Sec. 3.3, the initial vehicle model thus is defined
as the mean vehicle model.
3.3

3D Modelling

Disparity Map

Point cloud

Ground plane
density map

Given the initial vehicle detections, our aim is to find an object
specific vehicle model for each detected object that describes the
object in the stereo images best in terms of minimizing the distance between the observed 3D object points xk and the model
surface. For that purpose, we make use of a 3D active shape
model (ASM) as in (Zia et al., 2013). Similar to (Zia et al., 2013),
our ASM is learned by applying principal component analysis
(PCA) to a set of manually annotated characteristic keypoints of
3D CAD vehicle models. By using vehicles of different types
(here: compact car, sedan, estate-car, SUV and sports-car) in the
training set, the PCA results in mean values for all vertex (keypoint) positions as well as the directions of the most dominant
vertex deformations. A deformed vehicle ASM is defined by the
deformed vertex positions v(γk ) which can be obtained by a linear combination
X (i)
v(γk ) = m +
γk λi ei
(2)
i

Figure 2. Detection of generic object proposals.

3.2.3 Verification of vehicle hypotheses: Applying our generic
object detection technique, we make two observations: Firstly,
generic object detection results in a large completeness for vehicles with the drawback of a large amount of false alarms. Secondly, we achieve a considerable amount of multiple detections
for the same vehicle. Caused by cluttered and/or incomplete
dense matching results, the projections of the 3D points of a vehicle to the ground plane may result in multiple clusters in the
density map, thus leading to multiple vehicle hypotheses for a
single object. To counteract these problems, we combine our
generic detection technique with an object specific detector to
obtain our final vehicle detections. To this end, we make use
of the DPM defined by Felzenszwalb et al. (2010), which uses an
object-specific part-based model to detect objects based on HOG
features. The DPM delivers 2D image bounding box detections
BBlDP M which we use to verify the vehicle hypotheses resulting

of the mean model m and the eigenvectors ei , weighted by their
corresponding eigenvalues λi and scaled by the object specific
(i)
shape parameters γk . The variation of the low dimensional
shape vector γk thus allows the generation of different vehicle
shapes. Fig. 3 shows the mean model and two deformed model
using a different set of shape parameters. Note how the shape parameters enable the generation of model shapes describing vehicles of different categories or types. For the number of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors to be considered in the ASM we choose
i ∈ {1, 2}, as we found this to be a proper tradeoff between the
complexity of the model and the quality of the model approximation.
In order to fit an ASM to each of our vehicle detections, we define
a triangular mesh for the ASM vertices (see Fig. 3) and translate and rotate the model on the detected ground plane according
to the object pose tk and θk , respectively. Similar to (Xiao et
al., 2016), we aim to find optimal values for the variables tk , θk
and γk of each vehicle, such that the mean distance of the object
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4.2

Figure 3. 3D Active Shape Models. Center: mean shape,
γ = (0, 0) and two deformations, left: γl = (1.0, 0.8), right:
γr = (−1.0, −0.8)
points xk to the triangulated surface of the transformed and deformed active shape model M (tk , θk , γk ) becomes minimal. For
that purpose, we apply an iterative approach: As the model parameters are continuous we discretise the parameters and generate model particles for the ASM by performing informed parameter sampling to reduce the computational expense. Starting from
the initial parameters 0 tk , 0 θk , 0 γk , we generate np particles in
each iteration j = 0...nit , jointly sampling pose and shape parameters from a uniform distribution centered at the solution of
the preceding particle parameters. In each iteration, we reduce
the respective range of the parameters and keep the best scoring
particle to use it to define initial values in the subsequent iteration.
The score, which is defined as an energy term
P

Ek (tk , θk , γk ) =

1 X p
·
d ( xk , M (tk , θk , γk )) ,
P p=1

(3)

corresponds to the mean distance of the P vehicle points p xk ∈
xk from the surface of the model corresponding to a particle and
has to become minimal. In Eq. 3, d(·, ·) is a function that calculates the distance of an individual 3D vehicle point from the
nearest model triangle. The best scoring particle of the last iteration is kept as final vehicle model and the vehicle pose relative to
the observing vehicle can be derived from the model parameters
directly.
4. EVALUATION
4.1

Parameter settings

Our vehicle detection and modelling setup requires the definition
of several parameters. For the 3D reconstruction, the maximal
value δσZ for the precision of the depth values is defined as 1.5
[m]. For the calibration parameters of the stereo cameras used
for acquiring the data (see Sec. 4.2), this leads to a minmum
valid disparity of 16 [px] and thus, a maximum distance of the
3D points from the camera of 24.3 [m].
The parameters for the generic object detection approach are set
to hmax = 3.5 [m] and Amin = 1.0 [m2 ] and Amax = 9.0 [m2 ]
as lower and upper boundary thresholds for the object area on
the ground plane. The DPM verification threshold τ is defined
empirically and is set to τ = 0.5.
For the model fitting procedure we conduct a number of nit = 12
iterations while drawing np = 100 particles per iteration. As
initial interval boundaries of the uniform distributions from which
we randomly draw the particle parameters, we choose ±1.5[m]
for the location parameter tk , ±1.0 for the shape parameter γk
and ±180◦ for the orientation θk . By choosing ±180◦ as interval
for the orientation angle, we allow particles to take the whole
range of possible orientatios in the first iteration to be able to
deal with wrong initialisations. In each iteration j the interval
boundaries are decreased by the factor 0.9j . With nit = 12, this
leads to a reduction of the interval range in the last iteration to
28% of the initial interval boundary values.

Test data and test setup

For the evaluation of our method we use stereo sequences of the
KITTI Vision Benchmark Suite (Geiger et al., 2012). The data
were captured by a mobile platform driving around in urban areas. We make use of the object detection and object orientation
estimation benchmark which consists of 7481 stereo images with
labelled objects. In our evaluation we consider all objects labelled as car. For every object, the benchmark provides 2D image
bounding boxes, the 3D object location in model coordinates as
well as the rotation angle about the vertical axis in model coordinates. Furthermore, information about the level of object truncation and object occlusion are available. The values for truncation
refer to the objects leaving image boundaries and are given as
float values from 0 (non-truncated) to 1 (truncated) while the occlusion state indicates the vehicle occlusion due to other objects
with 0 = fully visible, 1 = partly occluded, 2 = largely occluded
and 3 = unknown.
We evaluate our approach concerning the results for object detection as described in Sec. 3.2 and concerning the results for pose
estimation to analyse the quality of our model fitting approach as
described in Sec. 3.3. For the evaluation of object detection, similarly to (Geiger et al., 2012), we define three level of difficulties
as shown in Tab. 1: easy, moderate and hard, each considering
different objects for the evaluation, depending on their level of
visibility.
min. bounding box height [Px]
max. occlusion level
max. truncation

easy
40
0
0.15

moderate
25
1
0.30

hard
25
2
0.50

Table 1. Levels of difficulties as evaluation criteria.
As defined by (Geiger et al., 2012), we require an overlap of at
least 50% between the detected 2D bounding box and the reference bounding box to be counted as a correct detection in our
evaluation. In the case of multiple detections for the same vehicle, we count one detection as a true positive, whereas further
detections are counted as false positives.
For the evaluation of the pose estimation we consider all correctly
detected vehicles and compare the 3D object locations tk and
the orientation angles θk of our fitted models, both with respect
to the model coordinate system, to the provided reference positions and orientations. We consider a model to be correct in pose
and/or orientation, if its distance from the reference position is
smaller than 0.75 [m] and the difference in orientation angles is
less than 35.0◦ , respectively. With regard to the quality of the
reconstructed 3D points, we consider these definitions as proper
values for the evaluation.
4.3

Vehicle detection results

Tab. 2 shows the number of reference objects (#Ref) and the
resulting numbers of correctly (#TP) and falsely (#FP) detected
objects, as well as the number of missed objects (#FN) resulting from processing the whole evaluation data set. Further, we
calculate values for (Heipke et al., 1997)
Completeness [%] = 100 ·
Correctness [%] = 100 ·
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#Ref
#TP
#FP
#FN
Completeness [%]
Correctness [%]
Quality [%]

easy
5447
4712
747
735
86.5
86.3
76.1

moderate
9334
7236
747
2098
77.5
90.6
71.8

4,000

(6)

hard
13083
8292
747
4791
63.4
91.7
60.0

easy
moderate
hard

3,000
#vehicle detections

#T P
.
#T P + #F N + #F P

Quality [%] = 100 ·

2,000

1,000

Table 2. Vehicle detection results.

4.4

Pose estimation results

Tab. 3 shows the results of the comparison between the resulting
pose parameters of the fitted 3D vehicle models and the reference
data for location and orientation of the vehicles. Here only the
correctly detected vehicles are considered in the evaluation.
#correct location
[%]
#correct orientation
[%]

easy
3165
67.2
2313
49.1

moderate
4754
65.7
3511
48.5

hard
5267
63.5
3913
47.2

Table 3. Pose estimation results.
Regarding the easy evaluation level, our model fitting strategy
leads to 67.2% of correct location estimations and to 49.1% of
correct orientation results. The two tougher evaluation levels lead
to slightly decreased values for both, the location as well as the
orientation. While the position estimation results are encouraging, the results of the orientation estimates are not yet satisfying.
To get a more detailed interpretation of the orientation results,
Fig. 4 shows a histogram of vehicle detections for several classes
of orientation differences between the orientation derived by our
method and the reference orientation. From this histogramm it is
apparent that the distinct majority of the false model orientations
have a difference to the reference orientation between 157.5◦ and
180◦ , i.e. our fitted model very often results in a more or less opposed direction compared to the true direction. On the one hand,
the reason for that may be found in the way the model orientation is initialized. As initial orientation we compute the orientation of the larger semi-half axis of the object’s bounding box on
the ground plane. Due to that, the model initialisation has two
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For the easy detection level, i.e. regarding only vehicles which
are fully visible in the reference stereo image, we are able to
achieve satisfying detection results by detecting more than 86%
of all vehicles while achieving a value for the correctness that is
also larger than 86%. As is apparent from Tab. 2, our detection approach has increasing difficulties to detect vehicles with
increasing occlusion and/or truncation states. This is why the
values for completeness decrease for the evaluation levels moderate and hard. However, the number of false positive detections
remains constant. As our approach only detects the vehicle parts
visible in both stereo images, whereas the reference bounding
boxes contain also the non-visible object parts, the difference between detection and reference bounding boxes will increase with
increasing degree of occlusion. As a consequence, a certain extent of detections counted as false positive may de facto be correct
vehicle detections.

Figure 4. Histogram of absolute differences between model
orientation and reference object orientation.
possibilities of opposing orientation directions. We try to compensate for that initialisation error by accepting orientations in
the range of ±180◦ in the first iteration step. On the other hand,
some vehicles may be seen as being approximately symmetric in
3D not only with respect to their major but also with respect to
their minor half axis. Especially when using noisy stereo image
point clouds, the shapes defined by the 3D points of the front and
the back side of a car might not be discriminative enough to fit
the vehicle model into the set of 3D points correctly. The vehicle symmetry thus might lead to a local minimum of the mean
distance between the 3D points and the vehicle particles with an
opposed orientation.
Some results of our model fitting approach are shown in Fig. 5 by
backbrojecting the resultant wireframes to the reference image.
While the first three rows show some successful model fitting
examples, the last three rows exhibit some typical failure cases.
On the one hand, the above discussed model fitting errors with
an orientation offset of ±180◦ become apparent. Additionally,
another problem becomes obvious: Vehicles observed directly
from behind lead to fitted models with an orientation offset of
±90◦ . The reason for that might be, that the available 3D points
for these cars only describe the vertical backside of the vehicle.
As a consequence, this leads to problems for the orientation initialisation due to a more or less one dimensional bounding box
on the ground plane and due to fitting ambiguities between the
3D points and the vehicle model.
5. CONCLUSION
We have developed an approach to detect vehicles and to determine their position and orientation relative to the camera pose
based on stereo images. To detect the vehicles, we combine a
generic 3D object detection approach with a state-of-the-art 2D
object detector and achieved satisfying results with both, completeness and correctness, larger than 86%. We make use of a
deformable vehicle model, a 3D ASM, to reconstruct the vehicles
in 3D by fitting the model to the 3D point cloud of the vehicle detections. The 3D reconstruction delivers pose and shape parameters for each vehicle relative to the camera position. The main
problem in fitting the applied 3D ASM into the detected vehicles
occur with respect to the orientation. A relatively large number
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Figure 5. Qualitative results: backprojected wireframe of the fitted vehicle models. First three rows: positive examples, last three
rows: typical examples of errors
of estimated orientations correspond to the opposed viewing direction. We suspect this problem might be caused by model initialisation problems combined with the symmetric shape of some
vehicles. To overcome these problems, we want to enhance our
model fitting approach in the future. On the one hand we want
to introduce a bimodal or even multimodal distribution to draw
the model orientation parameter from. Secondly, the tracking of
several particles instead of only keeping a single particle in each
iteration could also lead to better results. Moreover, the model
fitting currently only builds on the 3D stereo information. In future developments we also want to introduce image information
into the model fitting approach, e.g. by also taking into account
the alignment of image edges and model edges.
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